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et ready to discover Bizkaia and all its hidden
corners, its people, its cuisine, its history.
You are going to venture into a universe which
exists in a small area of land in Euskadi; a region full of contrasts, with its own ancient identity, which
gives character to its hospitable people, lovers of good
food and sharing it.

We suggest seven trips by train and nine by bus if you
like to “be taken there”. A good way to enjoy some of the
suggestions we offer which you will then want to tell the
whole world.
Ongi etorri.
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A card for

TRAVELLING, VISITING AND SHOPPING

with benefits

T

Free public transport

his is the reason that the institutions of Bilbao and Bizkaia have
decided to make it easier for
visitors to get about by offering benefits on urban and intercity transport
with the Bilbao Bizkaia Card.
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Getting around Bilbao and the rest
of Bizkaia has never been easier.
Once you have activated your Bilbao
Bizkaia Card in any transport network, you can travel at no additional cost for 24h, 48h or 72h,
depending on the type of card you
have purchased.

All you need to do is remember to
purchase it from the Bilbao Tourist
Offices or reserve it before starting
your trip.
www.bilbaobizkaiacard.com/reservas/

A
GOOD
IDEA
Benefits on urban and interurban
transport, benefits also when you
shop in a large number of establishments.
But there is more, this card will be
your passport to buying tickets,
going to museums and exhibitions
or taking part in certain tourist activities, saving you from standing
in the queue in many cases. And
of course, it also has benefits in
some restaurants.

!

Using the Bilbao Bizkaia Card is the
smartest way to get around Bilbao
and the rest of the region in order to
discover all its tourist attractions. The
card offers use major savings when
using public transport without limit.

In addition, thanks to the offers
from our associates, you can also
access exclusive deals.
It is also an interesting passport
when shopping, with discounts and
special offers.
It offers discounts in museums, on
guided tours, in restaurants, shops
and tourist activities, and saves
you from standing in queues to get
into the Guggenheim Bilbao Museum or the Fine Arts Museum.
Make sure you get one and get the
best from your visit.

The Bilbao Bizkaia Card can be used
on the following means of transport.
You will have all the tourist facilities
of the region at your fingertips:
Rail: Metro, Tram, Euskotren on its
journeys through Bizkaia
Buses and coaches: Intercity
coaches (Bizkaibus), Bilbao city
buses (Bilbobus)
Cable: Artxanda cable car, La Reineta cable car.
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BUS

TRAIN TRIPS

Bizkaia

How romantic it is to watch the countryside go
past accompanied by the clickety-clack rhythm
of a train. This is our recommendation, however,
in addition, Bizkaia's excellent rail network allows
you to visit the main tourist sights if you let us
take you there.
Metro, from Bilbao, local trains from the stations
of Atxuri or Abando or from the modernist station
of la Concordia, seven trips with all the possible
combinations so that you do not miss anything.

by rail
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Route 1. The banks of the Estuary

The bridge that connects us

Bizkaia Bridge

Algorta
Aiboa
Bizkaia Bridge closes the opening inflicted
by the river Nervión on the Greater Bilbao
area. The huge iron structure, a testimony from the past and the present of the
importance of this metal in the history of
Bizkaia, connects the two banks together, joining two worlds, giving meaning to
everything before flowing into the sea.
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This trip starts at Abando station in
Bilbao, on the C1 line of the Renfe local rail network towards Santurtzi. It
takes 22 minutes to reach the fishing village. The fishing port is just
a few metres from the station exit. Here we can visit the fish market,
Santurtzi Itsasoa Museoa maritime
museum or the auction room where
dramatised auctions regularly take
place. But you have probably heard
of Santurtzi because of its famous
roast sardines, or maybe from the
folk song “Desde Santurce a Bilbao”
(From Santurce to Bilbao): “sardinas
freskue…” (fresh sardines).

Santurtzi

The next town is Portugalete,
reached in a short stroll. Just 10
minutes away is the Agurtza Fishing
Boat, one of the last traditional wooden fishing vessels, open for visits all
year round.

Santurtzi

Neguri
Bizkaia
Bridge

Portugalete
C1

Getxo
Las Arenas

1

Bilbao

Abando

Portugalete

Once in Portugalete, it is worth visiting the medieval old quarter next
to the Ría de Bilbao (the Basilica of
Santa María, Salazar Tower and the
Plaza del Solar) and of course “Bizkaia Bridge” or “The Hanging Bridge”.
This is the first transporter bridge in
the world, an authentic wonder of industrial engineering opened in 1893
and declared a World Heritage Site
in 2006.
It joins two river banks, two worlds,
the former working zone of the left
bank and the bourgeois zone of the
right bank. Without disrupting navigation along the estuary, the iron giant
is an essential part of Bizkaia history,
and will take you to Getxo. Cross the
estuary in the gondola or along the
upper walkway, from where you have
spectacular views of the Abra.

You will disembark on Las Arenas
Wharf (Getxo), an excellent area for
wandering around the palatial architecture from the end of the 19th
and early 20th century, a period of
great social and economic splendour. Architects of renown integrated impressive constructions into the
spectacular coastal landscape including Bidearte, Cisco House, Kai-Alde
Palace, Cristina Etxea or the Church
of Nuestra Señora de las Mercedes,
and locations such as Churruca
Wharf.

Getxo
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Continuing along the promenade you
will reach the Marina, fully equipped
for recreational sailing and vessels
in transit. It has a leisure-commercial
zone and a technical area for water
sports. Next to this is the cruise ship
terminal and Ereaga beach.

Old Harbour of Algorta, reached by a
walk along the edge of the beach. Let
yourself be carried away and climb
the steps, you will fall in love with
the fishermen's huts which, irregular and colourful, stretch along the
narrow lanes of this fishing quarter.

On looking up you will see the elegant stately homes looking down onto the see and offering shelter to the

You can get back to Bilbao by Metro, from the stations of Algorta or
Neguri, depending on where you are.

Train

BUS

Route 2. Searching for waves

Iron giants and
surfboards

Plentzia

Arriatera-Atxabiribil
Barinatxe-La Salvaje

The iron giant is witness to a period in which the mining of iron and other
minerals was indisputably the main player in the huge economic and
social leap taken by Bizkaia at the end of the 19th and early 20th century.
This part of the coast is replete with major constructions and promenades,
evidence of the huge fortunes on the shores of its urban beaches. Wander
along the quiet beaches, or the beaches dominated by waves and surfboards, or the first underground winery and artificial reef in the world.

Sopela

1

La Galea

Bidezabal
Old Quarter
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The journey starts at any station in
Bilbao on line 1 towards Plentzia,
and makes its first stop in Areeta.
You will be met by Bizkaia Bridge, an
impressive iron structure, a world-famous symbol of the Industrial Revolution, declared a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Born out of the need to
connect both banks of the mouth
of the river Nervión, it is a tangible example of a golden era for the
Bizkaia economy and society derived
from iron ore mining. It is possible to
cross to the other side in the lower
gondola or along the upper walkway.
After visiting Las Arenas Wharf, a
short stroll takes you to the Marina.
This was the first one to be built in
Euskadi, and it is fully equipped for
recreational sailing and the water
sports, as well as having a area for
shops, restaurants and bars, hotels,
cinemas and an aquarium.
Continuing along the urban beach of
Ereaga to the end, you reach the Old
Harbour of Algorta, a charming fishing quarter where, after climbing the
steps and wandering along the lanes,
you will find San Nicolás chapel, the
arrantzale and la sardinera sculptures, the plaza de Etxetxu, the Riberamune parapet and on the pier, the
Sireno de Getxo, a work of art which
interacts with the sea.

Algorta
Marina

Neguri

Getxo
Areeta

Portugalete

Bizkaia
Bridge

1
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Take the metro from Algorta station and get off at Bidezabal. After a
two-kilometre walk you will reach La
Galea, in the highest part of Getxo,
where you can enjoy spectacular
views of the Abra. You can find beautiful spots to visit: Aixerrota windmill,
La Galea lighthouse and fort, Andra
Mari church and the cemetery of
Nuestra Señora del Carmen.

Bilbao

Barinatxe-La Salvaje beach has its
own dune system, and is a meeting
point for lovers of paragliding. Close
to Arriatera-Atxabiribil beach there
are several lively bars from where
you can watch spectacular sunsets.

Arriatera-Atxabiribil

The metro takes you to Sopela, the
perfect spot for surfing and bodyboarding. The beaches are flanked
by whimsical rocky formations and
breathtaking cliffs.

Plentzia

The next stop is Plentzia, a town
with the threefold attraction of having an estuary, a beach which is perfect for family leisure with its calm
waters and an Old Quarter. The bay
offers a unique underwater wine
tasting experience at the first underwater winery and artificial reef
in the world, the Crusoe Treasure
Underwater Winery. Find out more
at Plentzia Tourist Office. To return to
Bilbao, take line 1 of the metro again.

Las Arenas

Train

BUS

Route 3. Rail tracks

When minerals forged our character

Nature has once again taken over the land
that mining once snatched away. It works
on itself leaving a moon-like landscape
open to the imagination of new worlds
filled with deep lakes, small hills and
pleasant strolls alongside the remains of
mining towns in which it is still possible,
if you listen carefully, to hear the steady
rhythm of the mining equipment and the
tired panting of the miners going about
their daily work.

Gallarta
Trapagaran
Cable car

C2

La Reineta
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This route allows you to discover
the importance of the mining industry for the development of Bizkaia
(and for forging the character of its
inhabitants) and how the iron ore
was mined during the 19th and
20th centuries. To get to Trapagaran, take the Renfe C2 line (towards
Muskiz) from Abando station in Bilbao. In barely a quarter of an hour,
the train will leave you in the town
which is divided into two zones. Visit
Aiestarán farm, Olaso palace and a
number of religious buildings.
To reach the upper zone, you will
need to take La Reineta Cable Car
run by Euskotren, and declared of
Cultural Interest in 2014. This cable
car is unlike others in Spain and even
in Europe, as it is the only one whose
cars are mounted horizontally.

La Reineta

La Arboleda

Bilbao

Abando

Once up the top, in the town of La
Reineta, you will have an extraordinary view of the Abra del Nervión,
from Mount Serantes (on the left,
above Santurtzi) to Punta Galea
(Getxo), with its cliffs overlooking
the sea. The public wash house
in Barrionuevo, built in 1898, was
once a meeting point for the town's
womenfolk.
The former mining town of La Arboleda has a very special landscape
where nature has created several
lakes (such as el Negro and el Ostion) out of the former mining shafts
from the open cast iron ore mines.
This zone, which stretches across
the mountains of Triano, is perfectly
suited for quiet walks with the family, such as the one which takes you
to the Peñas Negras Environmental
Interpretation Centre.
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Gallarta Mining Museum

The “alubiadas” (bean stews) which
you can try in any of the picturesque
restaurants which remain frozen in
time are typical of the region.
Back in Trapagaran, the same line
takes you to Gallarta, where a visit
to the Gallarta Mining Museum is a
must. The main objective of the museum is to protect and make known
the industrial heritage of mining.
What is more, you will be at the lowest geographical point in the open
air (20 metres below sea level) in
Euskadi.

La Arboleda

Train

BUS

Route 4. Gernika and Urdaibai

People who strive for Peace
and harmony with the sea

Peppers, beans, marmitako (fish casserole), canned fish, tuna,
bonito tuna and anchovies, products from and prepared with
the essence of this eastern region of Bizkaia, charged with a
history in which the echo of bombs is silenced with the striving
for peace of its people. In which the history of shipwrecks and
great storms has forged the reserved character of the seafaring folk, their traditions and passions.
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For this trip, take the Euskotren Bilbao-Bermeo line from Bolueta station in Bilbao, towards Bermeo. 50
minutes takes you to Gernika-Lumo, the location of an essential visit
for discovering the history and traditions of Bizkaia. Home to the famous
peppers and beans, this Council town
holds a market every Mondays and
the great agricultural fair, the “Último lunes de Gernika” (on the last
Monday in October).

Gernika-Lumo

Gernika is an icon recognised around
the world for the senselessness and
cruelty of the war. It was bombed in
1937 during the Civil War and thanks
to the work of Picasso, today it is a
city, the symbol of a desire for peace.
It is also home to the Council House
and its famous tree, a standard bearer for the rights and freedom of the
Basque people. The Parque de los
Pueblos de Europa (People of Europe
park), the Paz Foundation Museum
and the Euskal Herria Museum are

San Juan de Gaztelugatxe

Bermeo
Mundaka
Itsasbegi-Busturia
GernikaLumo

Gernika Council House

Bilbao

BI-BERMEO

(Bolueta)
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all worthy of a visit, together with the
Pasealeku air raid shelters. A stroll
through our history, our identity as
a people and our extremely deeply-rooted tradition.
When you get off at Itsasbegi-Busturia, you can spend some time on
the beach, which is highly recommended for families, in Sukarrieta.
This is an open beach protected by
the Isle of Sandindere on the left
bank of the Gernika estuary, within
the Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve. It
offers fine sand and calm waters,
a leisure area, a small shrine and a
promenade.
Mundaka is a famous international
surf spot which claims to have the
longest left-breaking wave in Europe. The soul of the town is focussed
around the fishing harbour, but from
Santa Catalina chapel you can gaze
at one of the best views along the
Bizkaia coastline.

Mundaka

Immerse yourself in the culinary joys
of the marmitako and the tinned tuna,
bonito tuna and anchovies from Bermeo, a charming fishing port with a
long tradition of whaling. A visit to the
Fishing Museum and the Aita Guria
boat will satisfy your curiosity about
the way of life and difficulties faced
by those who dedicated their lives to
the sea.

Bermeo

A good idea is to go out for pintxos
and visit the Old Harbour of Bermeo.
Another excellent idea is undoubtedly a trip to San Juan de Gaztelugatxe,
a small island crowned by a chapel of long-standing tradition among
seafarers, and one of the most visited spots in Euskadi thanks to its
stunning scenery, which combines
the open sea with the coastal cliffs.

Train

BUS

Route 5. Durango as a destination

The spectacle of nature

The silence of the high peaks awaits us in Durango. Urkiola Natural Park and Anboto
Mountain, the huge limestone crags, the beech forests, ravines, valleys, woods and
meadows… a spectacular natural environment to be enjoyed from its streets overflowing
with history and the stately palaces carefully carved from stone.

Bilbao

BI-SS

7 kaleak
(line 3 of the metro)
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To get to Durango, from Metro Bilbao
Zazpi Kaleak station, in the centre
of Bilbao, take the EUSKOTREN Bilbao-San Sebastián line for a journey of 36 minutes.
In the city centre you can discover emblematic buildings and sights
such as the Kurutzesantu Museum,
home to the imposing Kurutziaga
Cross, and which houses the Tourist Office, the Santa María de Uribarri Basilica, the church of Santa Ana
and its archway, San Pedro de Tabira
church, Lariz Tower (where Isabel I,
the Catholic Queen, is said to have
spent the night when she visited the
city to pledge her charter and that
of Merindad de Durango) as well

Urkiola

as a large number of stately palaces made of much-worked masonry
stone.

Durango

Incidentally, in Mikeldi street you can
see a copy of the “Idolo de Mikeldi”, a
sculpture from the Iron Age discovered in Durango, the original of which
is in the Basque Museum of Bilbao.
This is a unique piece in the Basque
Country and outlines an animal with
a disc clasped between its legs and
under its belly.
Wander aimlessly around the streets
and discover, house by house, the
shrapnel marks and dents left from
the bombings of 1937, at the height
of the Civil War,and imagine the atmosphere in the town on market day
and at mass. The most interesting
stops on this trip include Kurutziaga
street, Santa María Basilica, Ezkurdi square, the Sanagustinalde zone
where you can find Durango Museum of Art and History and San Agustin Theatre, Bruno Mauricio Zabala
street and, lastly, the “Espacio para
la memoria”,(A space to remember),
a monument erected in memory of
the terrible event.
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Durangoko Azoka,
Basque book and music fair

On looking up you will encounter
spectacular views as Durango is
located in an incomparable natural
setting, dominated by the mountains
and huge limestones crags, ravines
and deep valleys, dense forests and
gentle meadows of Urkiola Natural Park…A spectacular framework
which offers the opportunity to go
mountaineering, climbing, abseiling
and hiking among other activities.
Find out more about all of these at
the Durango Tourist Office.

This town also has a wide cultural agenda including activities such as Durangoko Azoka, the
Basque book and music fair (held in December
and which is the most important cultural fair in
Euskadi), Ardo Saltsan (the wine and delicatessen
fair), the Passion and Holy Week processions and
the Vintage car rally.

Durango

Train

BUS

Route 6. Bilbao-Orduña

The source of the Nervión

Bilbao
(Abando)

Bizkaia and Araba-Álava come together at a fairy-tale location where both
regions share a spectacular geographical space, the Ayala region, and the
echoes of the economic power which reached the area in the 16th and 17th
century thanks to its privileged position as a commercial and customs
enclave with Castilla.

C3
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The C3 Local Rail line departing
from Abando, next to the Bilbao-Bizkaia Tourist Office, in just half an
hour leaves behind an industrial and
city landscape, washed by the river
Nervión, for the green lands dotted
with pastures until reaching Orduña.

As you come down, the route, which is
dotted with interesting constructions
from the beginning of the 20th century, takes us to one of the entrances to
the old quarter of the so-called “Medieval City of Bizkaia”, opposite the
municipal Tourist Office.

The train passes through the two
large towns of Ayala, Laudio and
Amurrio (the Liquor Museum
“Destilerías Manuel Acha” is right
next to the station) and in barely
45 minutes it enters the valley of
Orduña.

The Plaza de Los Fueros is the centre of this city with 11 narrow lanes
coming off it. Here, there is a rich
monumental heritage including Santa María Church-Fort, palaces and the
imposing Customs building.

As you descend into Orduña, in the
distance you can make out Mount Txarlazo. This is the first option for all
mountain lovers as the route which
takes you to the top leaves just 10
minutes from the station. This 6 Km
climb, signposted as the Euskadi
“Birding” route allows you to enjoy
woodlands, interesting flora and, in
the more favourable seasons, the
cliff-nesting birds which form part
of the scenery of this valley.

The municipal tourist office offers
guided trips around the medieval site
all year round.
As you wander along the narrow
streets, numerous taverns and bars
will appear, offering a variety of pintxos, not to mention “las gildas”, which
can be sampled with any of the txakolís produced in the same valley
under two designations of origin, and
which can be tasted first-hand by making a reservation to visit their wineries.

Orduña
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Amurrio

Orduña
Delika

Orduña is an enclave in Bizkaia which
shares a valley with the Alava villages of
“La Junta de Arrastaria” to which Délika
belongs. This village is reached after a
short walk of 3 km. The walk called “The
River Nervión Canyon” starts here, at the
foot of the impressive viewpoint suspended over the valley and from which the waterfall with a 222 m drop can be seen in
the rainy and/or snowy season. The viewpoint can also be reached from Orduña
by taxi which must be booked in advance
(further information at the Orduña Tourist
Office).

Nervión Viewpoint

Salto del Nervión Waterfall

The relief of the valley also makes it the
perfect setting for hot air balloon trips,
paragliding and hang-gliding.
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BUS

Route 7. The Kadagua route

Living Passion, putxeras (stews)
and berets

Balmaseda is the nerve centre of Las Encartaciones or Enkarterri district, the westernmost part of the Lordship of Bizkaia
and perhaps the least known. Thanks to its fertile valleys,
natural environment, history and monumental heritage, this
region is living testimony to the Middle Ages in Bizkaia, a period of special relevance for explaining the true essence of
the territory.

Balmaseda

Bilbao

(La Concordia)

C1

La Calzada
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This route starts from La Concordia
station in Bilbao. Here you should
take the C1 Bilbao-Balmaseda
FEVE line towards La Calzada.
The first stop is Balmaseda, a
journey which takes approximately
50 minutes. This town, the largest in
the region, has an important monumental heritage in its historic centre,
in particular the Old Bridge, part of
the old city wall.
Balmaseda is known for its spectacular celebrations during the Easter
Week, when the population gives the
Living Passion processions a touch of
reality, attracting more than 50,000
people. It is also known for another
tradition: the Putxeras. This is typical on the Feast Day of San Severino,
the patron saint of Balmaseda, held
on 23 October. It consists of a bean
stew to which the “sacraments” (pork
ribs, bacon, chorizo and black pudding) are added, preferably washed
down by txakoli. The workers on the
Bilbao-La Robla railway line used to
cook it over the heat of the boilers
in the trains in a putxera or railway
cauldron.

Putxeras

The next stop on this route is La
Calzada station, just three minutes from Balmaseda. Here you
can visit the Boinas La Encartada
museum with a pleasant stroll of

approximately 1.2 kilometres. Visit
the buildings of this ancient factory
where the traditional txapela was
made, and discover how the original
machines from the latter years of the
Industrial Revolution operated.
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After walking back to La Calzada
station, to get back to Bilbao, take
the same train line in the opposite
direction.
P

La Encartada

Balmaseda

San Juan de
Gaztelugatxe

Train

Bakio

BUS

Laga Elantxobe
Laida
1
GautegizMungia
Arteaga

BUS TRIPS

Bizkaia

Bird C.

If you are looking for comfort and the peace of
mind of choosing your destination and being
taken there, and having your trips perfectly programmed, there is no better way than to use one
of the routes offered by the Bizkaia bus network.
Everywhere is well connected, inland or to the
coast.
Pick up your Bilbao Bizkaia Card and off you go.
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Route 1: Uribe

The coastal charm
of the rural world

San Juan de
Gaztelugatxe
Bakio

Bermeo

Bakio is not your typical coastal town. It is a town open to the sea with
the biggest beach in Bizkaia, defined by stately mansions and summer
villas intermingled with the traditional rural interior. An exceptional and
perfect combination offered by a quiet, friendly town, with a variety of
landscapes and extraordinary natural beauty. San Juan de Gaztelugatxe

Mungia

awaits us to tell us about corsairs and sailors.

Bilbao
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To reach Bakio take the A3518 bus
run by Bizkaibus from Plaza Moyúa
in Bilbao. It runs at hourly intervals
on weekdays and two-hourly intervals
on holidays. In the summer season,
between June and September,
buses run more frequently, leaving
every 30 minutes. This is where the
longest beach in Bizkaia is, stretching
along one kilometre. Open to the sea,
it is particularly suitable for water
sports such as surfing, wave-skiing or
kayak-surfing, and numerous major
national and international championships are held there.

A3518 - Bizkaibus

(Pl. Moyúa)

smooth wine, dating back to the end
of the 14th century. A visit to the Txakoli Museum (Txakolingunea) offers
an explication of the character of the
town, whose micro climate, vicinity
to the sea and the quality of the land
have combined to enhance the production of this wine. At the museum
you can find out about the traditional
means of preparation and the modern
wine-making methods that have been
incorporated.
From Bakio you can reach San Juan
de Gaztelugatxe, a real spectacle
of nature. The taxi-bus line which
links the town with Bermeo every

Bakio

Bakio's economy has always revolved
around the farmstead. As a result, its
dairy products, poultry and meat, fruit
and vegetables and traditional flowers
are of note. The cultivation of asparagus and lemons is also returning. But
the town is a reference in the preparation of Txakoli, a young, fruity and

Txakolingunea

two hours during the week leaves
you at Gaztelu Begi, a 30-40 minute
walk from this extraordinary spot. If
you are travelling on a Saturday or
holiday, the trip can be made in a
taxi with capacity for 8 passengers.
Between June and September, the
Bilbao-Bakio-Gaztelu Begi trip can
be made in the A-3517 bus.
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A pleasant stroll will take you to the
chapel, but suitable shoes are recommended. You cross over a double-arch
bridge and climb 241 steps. When you
get there, do not forget the tradition:
ring the bell three times and make a
wish to keep the bad spirits away. Witness to attacks from buccaneers such
as Francis Drake, she is said to bring
luck to the fishermen who approach
in their boats turning to the right and
the left. Some even say that the saint
may help to solve problems of fertility... An open sea before your eyes
and steep cliffs behind you, a delightful spot which will transport you back
to other eras.
From Bakio take the same line to return to Bilbao.

San Juan de Gaztelugatxe
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BUS

Route 2: Urdaibai

Ancestral art and living forests

This route takes us back to a time far earlier than ours, some 14,000 years ago,
when the first inhabitants used their hands daubed in paint to print on the walls
of ancestral caves. Here we immerse ourselves in ART, from the cave paintings
of Santimamiñe, to the painted trees of Oma forest, from the end of the 20th
century. Both places radiate with magic, both are painted with geometric figures,
animals and humans. Artists brought together in an idyllic setting thousands
of years apart. You can also visit Gernika, birthplace of the masterpiece by
artist, Pablo Picasso.

Bilbao

GautegizArteaga

GernikaLumo

Santimamiñe
Oma

A3513 - Bizkaibus

(Termibus)
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For this route, take Bizkaibus line
A3513 from the Termibus station in
Bilbao. This leaves every two hours
and will take you to Gautegiz-Arteaga
(Zelaieta stop, next to the Town Hall).
From here, follow a paved track
which will take you to Basondo in a
walk of approximately 20 minutes.
This is a refuge for threatened wildlife
where the main species of the region
live alongside other species which are
already extinct in the wild. Here you
can observe and take photos of the
animals from close up, making it an
entertaining activity for children.
Five minutes along the same track
takes you from Basondo to Santimamiñe. This cave is the most important archaeological site in Bizkaia.
Discovered in 1917, its wealth lies in
its geology, in the quality of the archaeological sites and in the cave
paintings from the Magdelenian period. Approximately fifty charcoal
paintings and carvings depict buffalo,
horses, cattle, boars, brown bears and
deer. There are geometrical shapes
and drawings of humans.
Both the paintings and the archaeological remains date back to more
than 14,000 years ago. In 2008 the

cave was declared a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. It is possible to visit the
interpretation centre, the archaeological site and take a virtual trip as the
cave is closed to the public to ensure
its conservation.

Santimamiñe

From Santimamiñe, after a 45 minute walk, you will reach the painted
forest of Oma. Artist, Agustín Ibarrola, sought a new relation between art
and nature and transformed the pine
forest into a canvas. Here, 47 human,
animal and geometric figures seem to
come to life depending on the angle
from which you look at them. The forest is full of magic and you will feel
watched and protected by this work
of art.

Once back in Gautegiz Arteaga, the
A3513 bus will take you back to Bilbao, although you could also stop in
Gernika. This emblematic town was
the scene of atrocities during the
Spanish Civil War caused by an air attack from the German Condor Legion
and the Italian Legionary Air Force. Picasso took inspiration from the event
to create his masterpiece, «Guernica»,
which became one of the most important anti-war symbols of the 20th
century. The town is also home to the
Council House and the Gernika tree, a
standard bearer for the essence and
freedom of the Basque people. A visit
to the Paz Foundation Museum is also
interesting.

Gernika
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Oma Painted Forest
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Route 3: Arteaga/Bird Centre/Laida-Laga

Nature in freedom

Laga
Laida
GautegizArteaga
Bird

In Gautegiz Arteaga, a town in the district of Busturialdea-Urdaibai, nature is free.
This is an area of exceptional natural wealth thanks to the huge ecological diversity, the rural landscapes further inland, the wetlands, the extensive sandy areas
opposite the estuary where it is located.
A stop to enjoy the beaches of this area is a must; thanks to its privileged setting,
it is possible to enjoy the impressive views offered by Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve.
The beaches are also perfect for lovers of water sports such as surfing, sailing or
kayaking. Nature in its purest form, this is the main tourist attraction here.

Bilbao
(Termibus)
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To get to the town, from the Terminus
station in Bilbao, catch the Bizkaibus
line A3513 Bizkaibus (Bilbao-Hosp.
Galdakao-Gernika Lumo-Ea-Lekeitio) which will take you to Arteaga,
departing every two hours. If you
get off at Zelaieta (next to the Town
Hall), we recommend two very special visits. A short walk will take you
to the Urdaibai Bird Centre, a huge
living museum of nature, the perfect
place if you are interested in birds and
their migration patterns. It is a unique
wetlands observatory dedicated to research and scientific dissemination,
where you can follow an ornithological circuit and watch the different
species which cohabit the centre.

Bird Centre

Centre

GernikaLumo

A3513 - Bizkaibus

The Busturialdea-Urdaibai district is
the most important wetland region of
the Basque Country. Orueta lagoon,
opposite the Urdaibai Bird Centre,
has become the favourite habitat of
the waterbirds of Bizkaia after its restoration as a wetland zone. By restoring its connection to the tidal waters,
the lagoon was naturally regenerated
and has gradually become the home
to typical species of the area.

Arteaga Castle

The other place to visit in Arteaga is
the castle, one of the most important
constructions in the district, and it is
reached on foot. Eugenia de Montijo
converted her ancestors' tower house
into a castle after her son, Prince Imperial of France was declared «vizcaíno de origen» (a native of Bizcay).
The result was the neo-Gothic building which today is used as a hotel and
occupies a privileged location in the
Urdaibai Reserve.

We end this trip with a visit to two of
the most characteristic beaches along
the coast of Bizkaia, Laida and Laga.
Catch Bizkaibus A3526 (does not
run on holidays) at the stop, Zelaieta,
where you got off the A3513, and this
will take you to Laida. There are two
very different areas, one on the interior of the estuary (ideal for children)
and the other open to the sea. This
is the largest beach on the Mundaka estuary, and is perfect for kayaking, sailing, surfing, windsurfing and
long-boarding thanks to the excellent
long and gentle waves. If you climb
the dune which has formed between
the two zones, you will have an excellent view of the isle of Izaro and the
mouth of the estuary.
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Laga is the last stop on this route.
This beach, one of the wildest along
the Basque coast, far from any buildings and urban development, is perfect for surfing as it is open to the
Cantabrian sea. Natural landscapes
in their purest form.
From Laga, to return to Bilbao take
the A3526 bus and change in Arteaga to the A3513.

Laga

Route 4: Elantxobe

Train

The village which hangs
from a cliff

BUS

Elantxobe

Elantxobe is a small fishing port which appears before us, suspended from
the cliffs of cape Ogoño, rapidly hurtling down towards the sea and the fishing
harbour. The sheer slopes of the rocky walls on which it is built result in a
cascade of steep streets and narrow houses, creating small yet curious spots.

Bilbao

A3513 - Bizkaibus

(Termibus)
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From the Termibus station in Bilbao, leaving every two hours, the
Bizkaibus line A3513(Bilbao-Galdakao-Gernika-Gautegiz
Arteaga-Elantxobe-Ea-Lekeitio) takes
you to Elantxobe. This village was
founded as a fishing harbour, in the
17th century it became important for
coastal defence, and today it is more
important as a leisure sports region.
In the 19th century, the fishing industry assumed great importance with
the creation of a number of canning
and pickling factories, but little by little the sea in this region stopped producing so generously and the industry
fell into decline.

In this seafaring village with an architecture unlike the rest, the neoclassical houses in Kale Nagusia street
overlook the sea and the port, waiting for the return of their fishermen.
The best way to enjoy this location,
so exposed to the sea, is to climb up
to the highest part and discover the
charm of the coastline from the viewing point, together with the giddiness
of the streets. On a clear day, you can
even make out the Gipuzkoa coast.

Rotating platform

Elantxobe

There are few wide flat spaces in the
village, only in the upper part can
you find a small square and viewing point, together with the church of
San Nicolás de Bari, founded in honour of the patron saint of the village
and constructed with donations from
the fishermen and their families. Inside the church is a notable baroque

altarpiece made of gilded wood. An
ingenious device is the curious rotating platform to allow buses and large
vehicles to turn round and leave the
village. Also of note are the Town Hall
palace and the Nagusia Tower House.
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After visiting this unique fishing village, where you can also savour delicious fish at the restaurants, climb up
to the Ogoño vantage point to enjoy
the spectacular views. This is a cultural-ecological path approximately two
kilometres long with a climb, but easy
to complete. From the wharf there is
a spectacular view of the urban architecture of the village, and you will
pass the fishing association, the centre of village life in the times of good
fishing. Climb up to the cemetery and
from there head to the vantage point.
Exceptional views of Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve, cape Matxitxako and
Laga beach await you.
The Bizkaibus A3513 line takes you
back to Bilbao.
Elantxobe
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BUS

Route 5: Lea-Artibai

The beauty of the coast
and tradition

Lekeitio

Lekeitio is a pretty fishing town in the district of Lea-Artibai. Part of the beauty
of this town lies in its privileged geographical location next to the mouth of the
river Lea, which forms the beaches of Isuntza and Karraspio, leaving the isle
of San Nicolás in between. It is a privileged tourist location which combines
the coast, nature, culture, seafaring tradition and respect for the sea. A town
where the activity was always directed at fishing… until the arrival of tourism.

Bilbao

A3512 - Bizkaibus

(Termibus)
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To reach the town, take the Bizkaibus A3512 (Bilbao-Lekeitio by motorway) which leaves every hour
from the Termibus station in Bilbao. Lekeitio is a town with long tradition of fishing and the undisputed
prominence of seafarers: whalers,
fishermen, sailors, explorers. But this
all changed in the 19th century when
the first tourists reached the beaches
of Lekeitio. These were high-ranking
tourists including Queen Isabel II and
the Empress of Austria-Hungary, Zita.
Since then, peaceful and relaxed in
the winter, it wakes up and becomes
a much visited, busy and lively town
in the summer.
The old quarter of Lekeitio has a
civil heritage replete with palaces such those of Uriarte, Oxagoiti,
Uribarri and Abaroa, tower houses
and former seafarers' houses. The
religious aspect is represented by
the Asunción de Santa María Basilica, with its magnificent gold-plated
Gothic altar piece, thought to be the
third largest in Spain.

Another building worthy of a visit is Santa Catalina lighthouse, still
in service and the headquarters of
a Technology and Navigation Interpretation Centre. Open to the public
at the weekend, it aims to keep the
fishing tradition alive. This is the perfect place to watch the sun go down,
as it is just twenty minutes walking
from the Old Quarter. Other interesting walks include the climb to Mount
Lumentza (approx. 15 minutes), from
where it used to be possible to sight
whales, and the Lea path.
Sta. Catalina
lighthouse

The isle of San Nicolás, also known
as Garraitz, is another of the tourist
highlights of the town. This is a truly

Garraitz
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special spot, as it can be visited when
the tide is out. Legend says that it was
used as a leper colony in the past to
prevent infection along the coast.
As for beaches, Lekeitio has three. Isuntza is the main beach, close to the
port and the Old Quarter, perfect for
families with children. Karraspio, in
Mendexa, is the longest at 500 m. It
is possible to walk to the Isle of San
Nicolás from either of these beaches
at low tide, although preferably along
the beach from Karraspio. The smallest beach is La Salvaje, but this is only
uncovered at low tide.
We return to Bilbao on the same bus
that brought us here, the A3512.

Lekeitio

Train

BUS

Route 6: Markina/Ondarroa

The pilgrims' way

The Santiago del Norte Pilgrims' Way appears before our eyes in this part
of the district of Lea-Artibai. Markina-Xemein is home to the echoes of a
medieval past which attracts pilgrims on their way to Santiago to retreat
to the silent churches and the impressive harmony of Ziortza or Zenarruza Monastery. Historic heritage and extraordinary natural landscapes…
a journey to the past.

Bilbao
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The religious heritage includes San
Miguel de Arretxinaga chapel (in
which the figure of the saint appears
between three enormous natural
rocks), the convents of San José, Carmen, La Merced and San Agustín, and
Santa Cruz shrine. Santa María de La
Asunción de Xemein and the cemetery
are National Monuments of Euskadi.

Ziortza-Bolibar
Zenarruza
Monastery

(Termibus)

The town of Markina-Xemein is
the beginning and the end of two
of the stages of the Jacobean route
along the coast. You can get there
on theBizkaibus A3916 bus (Bilbao-Ermua-Ondarroa) or the
A3915 which goes through Markina-Xemein and Durango, both of
which alternate every half an hour,
leaving from the Termibus station.
This ancient medieval town has preserved an extraordinary heritage
with the grand solid stone buildings
such as the towers of Bidarte, Antxia, Ansotegi, Barroeta and Ugarte; the
palaces of Solartekua or Mugartegi
(currently the Town Hall), Andonaegi and Patrokua or Gaytan and Ayala
House; other constructions include
the Municipal Fishmonger's, the
former City Hall and Goikoportala
fountain.

Ondarroa
MarkinaXemein

A3916 - Bizkaibus

But Markina-Xemein is also known as
the University of Pelota. The municipal fronton courts are where the great
figures of cesta punta, the best known
modality of Basque pelota, learnt to
play together with other great pelota
players in the hand, bat, remonte and
raqueta feminina modalities.
We recommend two other places of
interest to visit from this town. One
of these is Ziortza-Bolibar, a small
and friendly village, home to Simón
Bolívar's ancestors, with a museum
which can be visited. It is reached by
taking the Bizkaibus A3922 bus at the
Iruzubieta stop in Markina-Xemein.
This service runs from Mondays to Fridays. If you are visiting on a Saturday
or holiday, it is approximately two kilometres on foot between Markina and
Bolibar. In the parish of Santo Tomás
there is a figure of Our Lady of Coromoto, the patron saint of Venezuela.
Follow the road from Bolibar for three
kilometres to reach the Monastery of
Zenarruza (former collegiate church)
or Ziortza, an extraordinary and impressive monumental complex consisting of the church, the Abbot's houses,
the pilgrims' hostel and the medieval

roadway. In particular the cloisters and
the magnificent organ in its interior are
of special note.
The other interesting town is Ondarroa.
To visit it, take the Bizkaibus A3916
bus again.
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Ondarroa

This is a town of great contrasts: tradition and modernity, sea and mountains, historic heritage and modern
infrastructures,… Of particular note
is the medieval Old Quarter, where
you can clearly see the typical layout
of houses huddled together in narrow
staggered streets. You can also visit the
former Town Hall, Likona tower, Santa Clara Brotherhood, Nuestra Señora
de la Antigua chapel and Andra Mari
church (with its Kortxeleko mamuak
entourage, twelve figures representing
the different social classes of the Middle Ages). Discover the bridges (Itsasaurre, the Old Bridge and Alfonso XIII
footbridge) and of course, enjoy a day
out on the coast.

Monastery of Zenarruza (former collegiate church)
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Route 7: Durangaldea

What the stones tell us

Bilbao
(Termibus)

A3923 - Bizkaibus

The palaces and stately homes made of solid stone and carved masonry
surround us in Elorrio, whispering the secrets if the Durangaldea nobility, before we turn our eyes to the marvellous sights offered by Urkiola
Natural Park. Before reaching this stately town in the heart of the countryside, we can stop en route and take a family outing along the Arrazola
Greenway, a walk beneath the impressive rocky walls of the Anboto.
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To take this route, catch the BizkaibusA3923 bus from the Termibus
station in Bilbao which leaves every
hour and whose last stop is Elorrio.
But you can also stop on the way
in Atxondo, an excellent location
for a family outing. The former Durango-Arrazola railway line, between
the impressive rocky walls of the Anboto, is now known as the Arrazola Greenway, a 10 km flat and easy
route, which you can cover in two
hours, there and back.

Arrazola Greenway

If you feel like walking a little further, an hour from El Tope, the end of
the greenway, will take you to some
beautiful views and an emblematic
spot: the peak of Betsaide, the point
at which Araba, Gipuzkoa and Bizkaia
come together.

Durango

The same A3923 bus takes you back
to Elorrio. This town is impressive
due to the number and quality of the
private and religious constructions,
in particular the numerous palaces
and stately houses from the 17th and
18th century including those of Urkizu (Tola), Arabio, Altzerreka Mendiola,
Arespakotxaga, Zearsolo (Casa Jara)
and Olazabal (Modet). From the six
gates of the medieval wall, the Portal
del Campo and Portalón del Río still
stand. The most important religious
architecture includes the Purísima
Concepción Basilica, the Monastery
of Santa Ana and San Agustín church.
San Valentín de Berrio-Otxoa, the
most popular character from the
town, was born in Arriola palace. A
missionary in Asia, he was killed for
refusing to give up the Christian faith.
His remains lie in the Purísima Concepción Basilica, the grandest in Bizkaia in terms of volume and quality of
construction, the impressive fittings,
the bell tower which is a replica of the
Giralda of Seville and the altar, an oriental inspiration.

Elorrio

It is also interesting to visit the crazy fountain or Iturrizoro, the frontón
court, pass by the 9 crosses and discover the numerous coats of arms on
the walls. Not without reason is Elorrio the town in Bizkaia with the highest number of crosses (in particular
the Kurutziaga Cross) and coats of
arms. Wandering along the streets
you will come across Errebonbilloa,
a bronze statue which represents the
soldiers of the town who took part in
the battle of Lepanto. An essential visit is to the Argiñeta Necropolis, one of
the most important funeral monuments in Euskadi.
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Puerta del Campo in Elorrio

To get back to Bilbao take the A3923
Bizkaibus where we got off.

Elorrio

Train

BUS

Route 8: Zeanuri/Otxandio/Ubide

Between Urkiola and Gorbeia
Bilbao
(Abando)

Arratia valley is a place where Nature, in all its
splendour, speaks for itself and leaves us speech-

A3925 - Bizkaibus

less. Otxandio, Zeanuri and Ubide share the privilege of waking up each morning surrounded by

Zeanuri

indescribable scenery: the natural parks of Urkiola

Urkiola

and Gorbeia.
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Start this route in Otxandio, to the
south-east of Bizkaia. To get there,
take the Bizkaibus A3925 (Bilbao-Lemoa-Otxandio-Ubide) from Abando
station in Bilbao which leaves every
hour. Once in the Plaza Mayor, of
great architectural relevance, take
a look at the important monuments
including the Town Hall, Santa Marina church (from the 16th century and
partly built with funds from the Americas), the Volcano Fountain (in tribute
to the importance of the forges), the
Cultural Centre, the bowling lanes, the
fronton court and the former hospital.

Otxandio

Otxandio is a town surrounded by
impressive natural spaces as it lies
mid-way between the natural parks
of Urkiola and Gorbeia, where our visit
can take place among the green prairies, rocky walls, forests and caves. In

Gorbeia Ubide

addition we have Urrúnaga reservoir,
highly suited to leisure activities, relaxing and sport, especially fishing.
Walk around the reservoir and observe the huge number of birds and
aquatic species.
The next stop on this route is Zeanuri,
which we can get to on the A3925
bus. Nestled in the foothills of Mount
Gorbeia, this district is a group of very
rural areas which still have a number of farmsteads, a fundamental example of the popular architecture of
Bizkaia. A number of mountain routes
depart from Zeanuri to the Gorbeia
mountains, Lekanda, Urrekoatxa and
Aldamin crags. It also offers places
of exceptional beauty such as the
Saldropo wetlands, accessed from
Alto de Barazar, and which has an interpretation centre and recreational
zone.

Otxandio
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The last stop on this route on the Bizkaibus A3925 line is Ubide, at the entrance to Gorbeia Natural Park. This
is the highest district in Bizkaia, at an
altitude of 581 metres, and it is located in a valley of gentle slopes with
indigenous species of oak and beech
and several recreational zones. A
medieval street runs from the Town
Hall to San Juan church, both buildings of great interest. Also of note are
the bridge, La Magdalena chapel and
Arechaga chalet, with a strong British
influence evident in its construction.

La Magdalena shrine

The return to Bilbao is easy, the
A3925 leaves at Abando station
where we started.

Gorbeia
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BUS

Route 9: Nervión

Velvet beech forests
and magical caves

Orozko can be found among mountains, among rivers, beneath the Gorbeia
mountain range, in the protected biotope of Itzina. This town is surrounded by
a maze of caves, potholes, nooks and crannies, underground rivers, velvety
beech forests, in a bountiful wilderness predisposed to the creation of myths
and legends which have survived thanks to oral traditions. A landscape full of
magic, replete with mysteries, secrets and natural treasures.
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The Bizkaibus A3613 bus, the Bilbao-Ugao-Miraballes-Orozko line
which leaves from Bailén street
in Bilbao every hour, takes you to
Orozko. This is a district dominated
by landscapes of stunning beauty, archaeological and natural wealth, with
Gorbeia Natural Park and mountains
as the essential part of the natural
heritage. In the centre of the park, the
largest in Euskadi, lies the protected biotope of Itzina, which belongs
to this Bizkaia town and which you
get to through the Atxular Eye.
In Itzina nature and mythology go
hand in hand. Beech forests covered
with a green velvet coat and thin
mists convert this landscape into a
magical setting, replete with mysteries and secrets. Natural degradation
has created a landscape full of potholes, underground rivers and mazes
of caves, encouraging the appearance
of myths and legends which remain
alive thanks to oral tradition. Characters such as Mari, the Basajaunak,
the Lamiak and the Sorginak weave
countless tales which have marked
the life of the valley.
Gorbeia Cross

Bilbao
(c/ Bailén)

A3613 - Bizkaibus

Orozko
Gorbeia

Orozko

The Park also contains numerous
constructions created by man, such
as the iron cross erected on the highest point of Mount Gorbeia, kirikiños
(chestnut stores), ice houses (cracks
in the stone for storing snow all year
round) and txabolas (small huts where
shepherd spend the night). It also has
one of the richest archaeological heritages of the district; there are eleven
prehistoric sites in caves in Orozko
alone.
Several routes of varying lengths and
difficulties leave from this town for
Gorbeia Natural Park, including those
of Usabel and Belaustegi. Orozko also has an important archaeological
heritage. Religious buildings include
the parish churches of San Bartolomé
de Olarte, San Pedro de Murueta and
San Lorenzo de Urigoiti, and a huge
number of chapels and shrines all
over the region.

The most characteristic buildings of
civil architecture are Aranguren Tower, Torlanda Tower, Anunzibai bridge
and the palaces of Ugarte, Torre and
Aldama. Wander around the ruins of
Untzueta medieval castle, destroyed
in the 15th century and home, as legend goes, to the Gentiles, mythological
beings gifted with enormous strength.
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The Ethnographic Museum, in Legorburu Palace House, aims to promote
knowledge about the different aspects
of the valley of Orozko: the Historic
Heritage, traditional life and the settlers in the highlands of Gorbeia.
Orozko's economic activity has always
focussed on agriculture, livestock and
forestry. At the Tourist Office you can
find out more about how to visit any
of the producers and discover ancient
methods of working bread, wood or
cheese. Chorizo is another of the star
products of the zone.
The Bizkaibus A3613 line takes you
back to Bilbao.

Gorbeia Beech forest
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BUS

Whether you sit at

THE TABLE

or go out for

Bizkaia offers a world of flavours and a huge variety of products which will give you
great pleasure when you taste and share them. Here is a small sample of what you can
find. Do not leave without tasting everything!

SARDINES

ALE HOUSES

The song says “Who will buy? Fresh
sardines…” Santurtzi is renowned for
its recently caught top quality fresh
sardines. Stop at one of the restaurants close to the fishing harbour
and let the exquisite simpleness go
to your head.

Enjoying a good salad, roast chicken
and beer on the open-air terrace is
the perfect plan for a family outing
on Sunday or with the crew. You can
find some of the most popular ale
houses in Bilbao, Berango, Plentzia
or Santurtzi.

FISH BAKING
HOUSES
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Turbot, red sea bream, monkfish, sea
bass, horse mackerel, hake... recently caught fresh fish are transformed
into pure craftsmanship in the fireplaces which fizzle with the scent of
the sea in Lekeitio, Bermeo, Algorta
(Getxo), Ondarroa, Mundaka, Pobeña,
Gorliz, Bilbao, Zierbena… Local quality products in line with tradition.

BEANS

Sardine barbecue

The purest traditional Basque
cuisine: alubias con sacramentos (beans with sacraments). This bean stew
containing products from
the slaughter of pigs and a
variety of vegetables is ideal
for the winter. Where? Orozko,
La Arboleda, Morga, Garai, Dima, Gernika, Balmaseda, Sodupe
and their “Putxeras”; and if you are
brave enough, followed by a good
steak.

PINTXOS
This is a truly Basque tradition. They started at the bar as a
need, something to go with the wine that was being drunk.
Little by little they became essential thanks to their capacity to seduce, making the path ahead far more attractive.

HAUTE CUISINE
If Euskadi can boast about anything,
it is about eating well. Innovation
and haute cuisine are combined in
Bizkaia with 11 restaurants with
Michelin* stars in Bilbao, Larrabetzu,
Atxondo, Galdakao and Amorebieta.
* November 2018
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CIDER HOUSES
A “typical Basque” experience: drinking
natural cider which falls directly from
the kupela (barrel), and sampling the cider house menu: cod omelette, cod with
deep-fried green peppers and steak. For
dessert, the delicious Idiazabal cheese,
quince jelly and walnuts.
The sophistication reached by the world of the “pintxo” demands that it is accompanied by the wine that goes best.
The custom of “going out for pintxos” can be found in any
town of Bizkaia, cultivating cuisine and friendship together.
“Pintxos” routes exist in some places, each with their own
style, and they follow the same path as that of the “txikiteo”. Enjoy the experience, sampling some of these delicacies of “miniature cuisine” paired with a Rioja Alavesa or a
Txakoli from Bizkaia.

Train

BUS

PRACTICALINFO

BILBAO TOURISM
www.bilbaoturismo.net
BISCAY TOURISM
www.visitbiscay.eus
BASQUE COUNTRY TOURISM
www.turismo.euskadi.eus/es
NEKATUR / AGRICULTURAL TOURISM
943 327 090 · www.nekatur.net

TOURIST OFFICES
BILBAO

BILBAO TOURISM
· Plaza Circular, 1 Edificio Terminus · 944 795 760
· Alameda de Mazarredo 66 (Next to the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum)
AIRPORT 944 031 444

BIZKAIA
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BAKIO
946 193 395 · www.bakio.org
BALMASEDA - ENKARTUR
94 680 29 76 · www.visitenkarterri.com
BARAKALDO BEC (Bilbao Exhibition Centre)
944 995 821 · www.barakaldo.org
BERMEO
946 179 154 · www.bizibermeo.eus
DURANGO
946 033 938 · www.turismodurango.net
Elorrio
946 820 164 · www.visitelorrio.com
GERNIKA-LUMO
946 255 892 · www.gernika-lumo.net
GETXO
944 910 800 · www.getxo.eus
GORLIZ
946 774 348 · www.gorlis.eu
KARRANTZA-HARANA
946 806 928 · www.karrantza.org
LEKEITIO
946 844 017 · www.lekeitio.org
MENDATA
946 257 204 · www.mendata.eus
MUNDAKA
946 177 201 · www.mundakaturismo.com
ONDARROA
946 831 951 · www.ondarroa.eus
ORDUÑA
945 384 384 · www.ordunaturismo.com
OROZKO
946 122 695 · www.orozkoudala.com
PLENTZIA
946 774 199 · www.plentzia.org
PORTUGALETE
944 729 314 · www.portugalete.org
SANTURTZI
944 839 494 · www.turismo.santurtzi.net
SOPELA
944 065 519 · www.sopelaudala.org
SOPUERTA
946 504 750 · www.sopuerta.biz
TRUCIOS-TURTZIOZ
946 109 604 · www.turtzioz.org

Urdaibai Reserve

TRANSPORT

AIRPORT
Bilbao-Loiu · 913 211 000 (AENA)
944 869 663
www.aena.es
CRUISE AND FERRY
Bilbao-Portsmouth Ferry 902 108 147
www.brittanyferries.es
TRAINS
Abando Indalecio Prieto Station (Renfe)
Plaza Circular, 2 · 902 320 320 · www.renfe.com
Metro line 3 (EUSKOTREN)
Zazpikaleak · 944 333 333
www.euskotren.eus
Concordia Station; FEVE Bilbao
Calle de Bailén 2 · 944 250 615
www.renfe.com/viajeros/feve
BUS SERVICES
Termibus (Bus station)
Gurtubai 1 · 944 395 077 · www.termibus.es
Bilbobus (Municipal buses)
944 790 981
www.bilbao.eus/bilbobus
Bizkaibus (Coaches and buses, province and airport)
946 125 555 · www.bizkaia.eus
METRO BILBAO
946 855 000 · www.metrobilbao.eus
TRAM
944 333 333 · www.euskotren.eus
TAXIS
Radio Taxi Bilbao
944 448 888 · www.taxibilbao.com
Tele Taxi
944 102 121 · www.teletaxibilbao.com
Radio Taxi Nervión
944 269 026 · www.radiotaxinervion.com
BICYCLE HIRE
Bilbaobizi
946 564 905

GENERAL

EMERGENCIES 112
GENERAL INFORMATION 010
(For calls within the Bilbao area)
944 010 010 (for calls outside of the Bilbao area)
CONSULAR OFFICE
944 706 426
CITIZENS ADVICE
944 241 700
GENERAL ROAD TRAFFIC INFORMATION
011
LOST PROPERTY OFFICE
944 204 981

Museums in Bilbao
GUGGENHEIM BILBAO MUSEUM
www.guggenheim-bilbao.eus
FINE ARTS MUSEUM
www.museobilbao.com
DIOCESAN SACRED ART MUSEUM
www.eleizmuseoa.com
RIA DE BILBAO MARITIME MUSEUM
www.museomaritimobilbao.eus
EASTER PROCESSION MUSEUM
www.museodepasosbilbao.com
BILBAO BULLFIGHTING MUSEUM
www.plazatorosbilbao.com
BASQUE COUNTRY MUSEUM
www.euskal-museoa.eus
ARTISTIC REPRODUCTION MUSEUM
www.bilbokoberreginenmuseoa.eus

ATHLETIC CLUB MUSEUM
www.athletic-club.eus
AZKUE FOUNDATION
www.azkuefundazioa.eus
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM
www.bizkaikoa.bizkaia.eus

Museums in Biscay

ON THE COAST
Fishing Museum
Bermeo · www.bizkaikoa.bizkaia.eus
Ría de Bilbao Maritime Museum
Bilbao · www.museomaritimobilbao.eus
Plasentia de Butrón Museum
Plentzia · www.museoplentzia.org
Rialia Museum of Industry
Portugalete · www.portugalete.org/ES-ES/RIALIA
SANTURTZI ITSASOA INTERPRETATION CENTRE
PESQUERO AGURTZA
Santurtzi · www.turismo.santurtzi.net
BIZKAIA BRIDGE
Las Arenas (Getxo) /Portugalete
www.puente-colgante.com
LEKEITIO MARITIME HERITAGE CENTRE
Lekeitio. · www.faro-lekeitio.org
GETXO AQUARIUM
Getxo · www.getxoaquarium.com
AITA GURIA / WHALE HUNTING INTERPRETATION CENTRE
Bermeo · www.aitaguria.bermeo.org
TXAKOLINGUNEA - TXAKOLI WINE MAKING EXHIBITION
Bakio · www.bizkaikoa.bizkaia.eus/txakolingunea
INLAND
SIMÓN BOLÍVAR MUSEUM
Ziortza-Bolibar · www.simonbolivarmuseoa.com
DURANGO ART AND HISTORY MUSEUM
Durango · www.turismodurango.net
ENCARTACIONES MUSEUM
Sopuerta · www.enkarterrimuseoa.eus
EL POBAL BLACKSMITH
Sopuerta · www.visitenkarterri.com
EUSKAL IRON WORKS MUSEUM
Gernika-Lumo · www.Bizkaikoa.Bizkaia.eus
LA PAZ DE GERNIKA FOUNDATION MUSEUM
Gernika-Lumo · www.museodelapaz.org
GERNIKA COUNCIL HOUSE
Gernika-Lumo · www.gernika-lumo.net
“JOSÉ LUIS GOTI” BASQUE MUSEUM ON THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE AND SCIENCES
Leioa · www.ehu.eus
OROZKO MUSEO
Orozko · www.orozkomuseoa.eus
BASQUE COUNTRY MINING MUSEUM
Gallarta · www.meatzaldea.eus
BALMASEDA HISTORICAL MUSEUM
Balmaseda · www.visitenkarterri.com
BOINAS LA ENCARTADA MUSEUM
Balmaseda · www.bizkaikoa.bizkaia.eus/laencartada
BERRIOTXOA VALENTÍN MUSEUM
Elorrio · www.museoberrio-otxoa.com
LOIZAGA TOWER ANTIQUE AND CLASSIC CAR MUSEUM
Galdames · www.torreloizaga.com
BASQUE COUNTRY ENVIRONMENTAL MUSEUM
Artea · www.euskalbaserria.com
IRON BELT INTERPRETATION CENTRE
Berango · www.berango.net

NATURAL SPACES

URDAIBAI BIOSPHERE RESERVE
946 257 609 · www.www.turismourdaibai.com
946 870 402 (Ihobe) · www.ekoetxea.eus
GORBEIA NATURAL PARK
946 739 279 Interpretation Centre, Parketxe de Areatza
www.areatza.net
www.gorbeiaeuskadi.com
URKIOLA NATURAL PARK
946 814 155 · www.urkiola.net
ARMAÑÓN NATURAL PARK
946 806 257 688 884 330 · www.visitenkarterri.com

Discover
dog-friendly
Bilbao at:
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BILBAO TOURISM
Plaza Circular, 1 Edificio Terminus
944 795 760
bilbaoturismo.net
visitbiscay.eus

